











































































































Attention
Selective attention Focusing on one aspect of the environment
e Whiteighies
Cockail party effect Notpaying attention until you hear

E aspea.fi Y0UShiftT0Mh
controlled processing Requires focused awareness Idivided attention split attention between multipleta
automatic processing Natural processing without cognitiveawarnessofthe.si vati

InformationProcessing
theory

iThinking Perception of stimuli encodingstimuli storage for later
9Analysis of Stimuli Stimuli are altered
and analyzed by the brain

Situation Modification Stored decision
making from the past can be extrapolated
to solve new problemse Obstacle Evaluation Nature Context of an
obstacle an individuals cognitive development
Schemma patternsofthought

g meassi.milateintoschemas

ff
E hewing

Eigg.EE ag.eseffog.niDeveopmentn
O z 1 Sensorimotor Object permanence language

development sensory curiosity
2 7772 Preoperational symbolicthinking use of proper

syntax grammar
7 113 Concrete operational concepts concrete situations

time space quantity understood
Ht 4 Formal operational Abstract logic thinking strategyand planning become possible





























































































































































































































































































Biases
confirmation bias Ignoring facts that don't support

your preconceived notions
overconfidence convinced we've arrived at the rightdecision even when we're wrong
belief perseverance faced with evidence that CLEARLY

contradicts our biases but we
still hold on to them

base rate fallacy when representative heuristics used
in error

MCAT Q

Altos
textbook

This is a greatexample of an MCATquestion applying different subjects This
could easily be asked on the Psychsection














































































































Intelligence Theories

Ogg drier shf.tteoiryriiofinfh.ultipleng1ntet'tiger use

1 Visual Spacial forming accurate visual images mental
rotating objects in 3D space2 Bodily kinesthetic using body in a skilled way dance

3 Musical musical competence tone rhythm pitch
4 Interpersonal read other people's moods act as such

5 Intrapersonal Understand ones own feelings
6 Naturalistic recognize characterize natural objects
7 Linguistic Language t words
8 Logical Mathematical logical steps to solve a problem

Q what two intelligences can IQ measure

Linguistic and Logical
Oaaa

aIttonaaao.n
nature not nurture

genetics determine intelligence
ogenhecehp.tw

of correlation
geneticintelligence

en
d abort Down'sBabys

eliminateundesirable abort diseased babies
to now consideredunethical

q
Speatromotair
General intelligence g creates all other forms

of intelligence














































































































PBIii.net
Binet Simon intelligence scale

hronological AgeMental
Stanford

Binet lest

my
68

U45 60 85 100 115 130 145
6 15

Linguistics
Logical mathematical

1Qmenta1age_ 100
Chronological

1 correlations age

TIQ 4Parentalexpectation 4 SES 4Earlyeducation intervention inadequatenutritioi
Conciousnesis

Alert
sleep

DE preamingHypnosis
meditationEEG co

Drug Altered

BB Beta awake alert
alpha very relaxed Imeditating f ecreasingtheta lightsleepa delta deep sleep














































































































Coma loss of reticular formation of the brain stem
to stimulate the prefrontal cortex to maintainalertness

hocorPEEakfftna.tk

c 1Brainstem

Sleep 24 hour intervals
E E
circadian Rhythms

9 cortisol when awake

stage7 Falling asleep G f

Stage2 Deepersleep 0 7

Stage3 Transitional CO O

Stage4 Deepsleep co slow waves
REM Rapid Eye Movement

vivid dreams
paradoxial Sleep irony of REM

theatres'ate
IEEEthSeems wakeful

BUT muscles are paralyzed

jffit
stagez

stages
1

stage4

time














































































































ChronicsleepDeprivationsE
Tdepression d cognitivefunctioning
4Chronic disease

4 heart disease
4obesity

j
T diabetes

a insomnia difficulty sleeping
J steep difficulty breathing while asleep

Narcolepsy

fifthly
autoimmune

g
V

A Fatigue
0
04 Hypoorean TcataplexyL t 9 daytimesleep
Parasomnia

Sleepwalking sommabulism

tT
f Night terrors pavon nocturn.us

I stages 3 4A hopsympatheticNs

DREAMING














































































































PsychoanalyticalTheory unconscious desires

Cognitive Theory Conceptualization of our experiences

information ProcessingTheory memories consolidated during
sleep cerebral cortex

Problemsolving Theory Dreams solve problems that are
encountered while awake
sleep _unrestricted by reality

Activation Synthesistheory limbic system is randomlyactivated mimicking stimuli

DRUGS

Depressants alcohol barbiturates benzodiazepines
Nsdepressant GABA
steep

inducing Egedative
hypnotic

sleep
IBP f
dHR 4muscle relaxation
1 E
ex amobarbital ex Xanax

Valium
Stimulants Amphetamines cocaine ecstasy

1 E
NSCstimulant 9 CNSstimulant 4serotonin dopamin
I norepinephrinedTDopamine 4Dopamine 4reuptake ofneurotransmitters

THR
Slogweronsettlongeracting TBP Tbodytemp
treats ADD 602supply fnarcolepsy f psychadeeliffects

Na transport f
treats PTSDtreats local anesthetic



























































































































































































































Drug addiction
doptaminerewardpathway in limbicsystem

EEE inner

I Midbrain

Language development theories
Learning environmental behaviorist nurture

Nativist biological or nature

Interactionist social interaction between child adult

Pragmatics ability to competently use language in social cortex
semantics meaning of language t meaningchange
Syntax rules of grammar sentance roles

morphology how words are formed from sounds

phonology Sound units in a language

Mooftsopreech Language

ENTRY
comprehension

moving

me

arcuate
auditory fasiculuscortex axons
















































































































ATEmotion
ad do do

Components
Subjective Experience subjective interpretation

cognitive Response of mood or feelingsexperienced
Physiological Response physiological changes heartrate BP breathing skin temp
Behavioral Response Facial expressions or body

language from emotion

7 universal Emotions Happiness
Joy

disgust fear
sadness 1 Surprise

anger

Theadaptive role of emotion

Darwin suggested emotion evolved due to
natural selection similarly to other traits

THEORIES OF EMOTION
James Lange James Bond onlyhas emotions cuz ofhis

biology
Emotions arise from physiological arousalAka Sympathetic Nervous system

controls what we feel














































































































Cannon Bard Cannons shoot we feel emotions and
have aphysiological response

Physiological arousal occurs simultaneously with
emotion

jFhWMY

0 Schachter Sanger singers compensaleforthir

Emotions
physiologyby usingcognition

a
physiological cognitive

qggggqeugqjyy

Hmmisthisdamt de.ua bescared
no am I in dyes

fear
no am I

love

running fyes
am I in Lyes Happiness

no a grossplace Sadness
etc f yes

disgust

The Limbic System Emotional Brain
Ventral prefrontal
gear

cortex
snegativepositiveemotions emotions


































































memory recoil

alifgennerdogjnsessy.FI

d
FEAR

Physiological Manifestations
SkinTemp Pduringanger t duringfear
conductivity skin 4during ASympathetic NervousSystem
Heart Rate Touringanger fear dduring happiness
Blood Pressure 9duringangerfearsaddness arid happiness

fitness
appraisal
Primaryappraisal initial evaluation of thethreat

A irrelevantfunnimportanbternignbstressful

positive badgood secondaryappraisal do I have the
resources to dea
with this threat

Eustress Distress
1

Positivestress dNegativeStress
Graduating divorce
marriage badgradesnewjob losingjob














































































































Childhoodstressorse
abuse
NeglectViolence T risk for major psychological

attachment issues

avoidance of ptoorschool t tPTSD

intimacy performance Depression
learned helplessnessDidorcetincreasedfamily conflict

adultstressorse

MajorStressfulEvent
I
10depression

depressionlanxiety substance abuse

5131Acute stress disofeter

General Adaptation Syndrome
Respohsetostres.sn

alarm stage dilated pupils TBP THR d blood to
digestive organs 4glucose productionperistalsisresistance stage

exhaustion stage

managingstresse
Problem Solving approach Find solutions obtain help

create prevention plan
Emotional Approach Positivethinking taking personalresponsibility internal locus of

control


















































































































afraid
theories
of

H1otivation
o Instict theory
Behavior is based on evolutionary insticts

Arousal Theory
Behavior is done to maintain optimal physiologicalarousal

Aarousal relaxing activitiesLarousal new interestslactionlstimuli
Drive Reduction Theory
Behavior is done to reduce eliminate an uncomfortable
internal state

todrive biological need Cfood20drive temporal wantCorassumed need

Needs Based Theories
Behavior is done to satisfy urgent needs














































































































Maslow's ERGTheoryhierarchyof
needs growth needs ordinal

self actualization
atednessneeds
Existenceneeds

Esteem competence
ig self detggggaigationtheory

safety l autonomyz competenceBasicNeeds 3 relatedness
To

Incentive Theory
Behavior is done to reciere rewards or avoid
punishment

Cognitive Theory
Behavior is motivated by thinking plans goalsexpectations

Intrinsic personal unseen motives
motivation

Extrinsic rewards or stimuli

Expectancy Value Theory
Expectation of success Percieved reward value

KGaa Doom

A
OPPONENT PROCESS THEORY

t t
Homeostatic
Principles



























































































































































































































learning Dissonaohfethe.org
AHihd Attitude changee.IM Ias leftist
Attitudes can be Attitudes change as a means
changedby learning to reduce cognitivedissonance
I classical conditioningoperant learningobservational learning

Elaborationlikelin
SocialcognitiveModel of Attitude Theory ofIchange lh

ttitudechange.BGBoo Boo DME

Centeral Peripheral observational learningRoute Route I
d d changethoughfulconsideration of early impressions tLearningf

informationpresented of changer
lasting changes short lived effects
open minded no open mindneededneeded

paisaCharacteristics
ox

ofModel rto affect attitude change
cognitiveRoutes

nature of

Target source message theapproach
0 0 main route
t t wordsor evaluation1 x of info

Personrecieving Person information peripheral
message delivering presented roue

message credibilityofsource














































































































O.o

nISLEEETE
Self esteem my value
self image my appearance
self identity my idea of who I am

IF7 T IEgom.zeiaeaws IaEnomai are used to

self efficacy my ability and confidence in my ability
self concept my total concept of myself

Iidentityformation
j.kohlb.orgsTheoryofMoralDevelopmentm
Stages

1 Pre conventional Mortality pre adolescence

Obedience Self interest

2 Conventional Mortality adolescence to adulthood

conformity Law and order

3 Post conventional Mortality adulthood
Social Contract Universal human ethics























































































































































































































































































i i i i i i i
i i i i i i i

Social Identityi
i
Theoryi

RoleTaking adopting
acting out a social groupinfdividuals

ie cops t robbers
developprideand self esteem LookingGlassself i Howfrom groupmembership A person believes others
f see them

not how we seeincrease ingroups ourselvesI
discriminate outgroups
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